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The process of o::;:;aining mental healtn treatment involves

",

several steps of identification and decisions for action
(Eagerton, 1':169;49-.)0, Kadushin,19bo; 12).

These are completed

either bJ the pote'ntisl client or bj; the pel"SOn or agenc,; moti.,
vating tnis person to

~eceive

treatment.

recognition that somet!1ing is wrong.

First there must be

The problem must be

identified as one whic!1 should be dealt with' in a psychological
manner.

'J'hen action must be taken to handle this problem.

A decision must be made about the appropriate type of proi"essional
to consult,then a specific oi'i'ice must be chosen.

This process

incluo.es labeling a problem and the appropriate action to
take on itbefore treatment is initiated.
One aspect of this p:>:>ocess is the referral to treatment.
A client or a mental neal th facility may have been selr-reI'erred,
or (s)ue may have been referred to treatment through a relative,
a i'riena, tne clergy, a physician, a
police, the court

syste~,

pSj

chia trist, the school s,

or a social service agency (National

Institute of l1ental Heelc;h, 1976).

A referral occurs \'ihen a

person is given the name of a mental health proressional or
agency

another person or a representative of some type or

social a§,cOnc:;.

This re:'er:>:>al maJ be made on the request oi' the

pI'ospective client or it

~a~

be an unsolicited sugsestion

2
(~Bdusnin;171).

The reterral may involve various degrees of

coercion or it may be a response to a search for help.
Trre person or ae;ency Hho is instrUIllental in motivating

an

someone t::>·receive treatment is

imp::>rtantlinkbetween the

patient, tile treatment center, and tne.community.

In this >lay

the referral source indicates something about the client and it
might influence the behavior of the client.

.Tile rererral source

would, as a lin:, with the comrnunit;y, say something to the mental
health "orKers about the client.

This could influence treatment

anu subsequently, the course of the illness.
Tilis research is based on an interest in mental healtil
treatment.

Tile goal of Hhicil silould be helping a person cieal

with the situations they are faced with or helping a person
learn to crrange these situations.

!1ental health care should

not be divorced from the client's social situation.

One starting

point 1'or learning about a client's total environment is learning
about tile process through which they came to receive mental
nealth treatment.
This paper is ::>rganized into three main sections.
is a review

01'

The first

the literature which serves as a'theoretical

back;;;l'ound for this research.

Social context is examined with

its implications for aefining problems in tenuS of mental or
emotional concerns.

Certain pers::>nal limitations on seeking

help are discussed.

The literature dealing Hith specific referral

sources to mental healtil treatment are examined.

The sec::>nd

section contains impressions gained from interviews w"ith mental

nealth proressionals about tne

i~portance

of the referral source
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on their evaluations of a client.
about what people come

~to

They re'sponcied to questions

theIn, w-o.at information a person's

referral 'source gives to them and the implications of this
ini'armation.

The third section of this paper'deals with in-

f'orm5tian gat:,ereci from a comlllunity mental health center.

These

dat a concern ref'erral source and how it may be arei'lectian of',
a client's social contacts and previous experience using mental
health f'acilities.
David Mechanic has written about the importance of the social
cant ext in wnich mental health is def'ined (1962).

A person

reaches mental health treatment because someone has made an
evaluation of his/her mental status.

This evaluation may have

been made bj the future patient, through camparisons between past
and present emotional states, it may' have been made by the persen's
social group, l"amily or friends, or by community agencies or
psychiatric experts.

An evaluation of' someone's mental status

'Ihich results in that person's hospitalization can be made

~ri th

varying degrees of expertise, in varying social situations and
with varying definitions of' what constitutes behavior requiring
psychiatric treatment.
j'lechanic's argument is that }iUen someone is hospitalized,
mental illness is assumed.
"I

J:lOspitalizea can be made by someone with no knOi{ledge about

;y: ~ental illness~

.l'/

The decision to have someone

therefore, the diagnosis of mental illness can

be given bJ a layperson.

A doctor does not have the necessary

time to make a full assessment of' the patient's situation, so
(sjhe assumes illness.
lsbsl to this illness.

The Cloctor's task is then to apply a
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This article is dealing with mental hospitalization.

The

process of labeling and diagnosis may not bess severe in cases
when a person becomes involveci with a community mental health

center.

Hopefully, the labeling consequences are not as severe.

This article does serve to emphasize the importance of the
persons wno recognize and deal with the emotional

o~

mental

problems of a :;>erSon.
An experiment by Coie, Costanzo ahd Cox (1975) dealt with
various "gatekeeper professionals" and .,;hether or not they
defineD symptoms oi' mental illness in the same way.
professional fl is someone ".

A "gatekeeper

• who serves as an intermediary

between the family or friends of a would-be patient and the
mental health agencies of the comrnunit;y"(626).
A sample of

gatekeepe~I's

were presented with various symptoms

and \-Jere asked to rate them according to hm.. much concern they
would feel about the mental health of the person described.
This sample consisted 01' physicians, clergy, police, social
workers, and public health nurses.

These professionals rated the

symptoms as not evoking concern, evoking some concern, or evoking
much concern about the pe.:'son involved.

Their findings showed

that the ordering of the severity of the symptoms was basically
the same for all groups.

~

~r pattern.

~.f'

V

The clerg,j s m.z the i teras as warrenting more concern

(than tohe others.

/><~~.

The police deviated the most from this

They ,-Jere followed bJ physicians and nurses.

Police and social HarKers ,-Jere less likely to see the items as

,<~_:7

warrenting concern.

~Y'

the conceptions 01' mental illness,

Thougn tnere is a basic agreement concerning
there are differences in

5
degree.

\oiha t is important to note in this -study- are tne

dil"f'erences in the recognition of mental illness.

The clergy

are most closely in agreement with psychiatric concepts of
mental illness.

The authors speculate that social workers

and police have a higher threshold i'br deviant behaviors because
they are involved in maintaining social order,
wi thin the corr,muni ty as a. whole and wi thin the family
as. well, they deal. ~ith the mora troubled and possiblY
the more troublesome members of the community. Thus,
it may be that as one becomes more familiar with deviance
and disorder, one's threshold of concern for deviance
would increase (633).
They also speculate that the police and social workers are more
likely to deal ,dth persons who have not broken a la,,f, but who
are destructive.

These are people \Vho are not willing to submit

to psychiatric treatment.
be

reluc~ant

These gatekeepers might, therefore,

to label them mentally ill.

It is important to examine the attitudes of these gatekeepers.

These are the people who provide helping services

ana are concerned ,vi th moral, legal, and social order.
(G)atekeepers influence not only the immediate
decisions about who will be directed to mental health
agencies, but the:; also indirectly shape the mental
health conceptions of the corr~unity in which they
serve (626).
O:lce again, the situation in which this behavior is defined as
mental illness appears to be ver;j important.

The social context

is, in part, responsible for who is labeled mentallJ ill and
who receives treatment for mental illness.
Members of the screening unit of a countJ mental health
clinic were observed as they interviewed incoming clients to
This study iC.entifieci areas o:f

practical reasoning which Occurred in this interview, that is
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situations in which the client t s problems were redefined and ,Jere
made to fit into the treatment proe;ram available.

The sta:f:f

\,as responsible :for translating the presenting problem into a
treatment problem.

The presenting problem is what the client

says is bothering him or her.

The treatment problem involves

aspects of' the client t s real problem, that is what is psychiat'rically wrong with the client, that the stai':f can do something
about.

This treatment problem becomes the basis :for re:ferral.

This process involves many judgements, interpretation o:f the
presenting problem into a real problem and then this.real
problem into the treatment problem.

The :findings o:f this study

reveal that screening workers shape the problem by asking only
certain kinds o:f questions.
intentionality:

The author labels this lithe idea o:f

the idea that staff members intend things by

asking the patterns o:f questions they do and suggesting re:ferrals
for further treatrr;ent tt (175).
These three studies illustrate the variability inherent in
receiving a referral to mental health treatment.

The person

who makes the judgement that mental health treatment is what
is called :for is in an important position.

The person evaluating

problems to define the proper kind of treatment is also performing
a vital role.
Charles Kadushin (1969) emphasizes the iGl}Jortance of'
seeking information about psychiatric help sources and avenues
to treatment.

tie asserts that various avenues to psychiatric

treatment a,ffect the types of presenting problems, the type of
therapist consulteci, ani probablJ the outcome of the request
:for help.

Kadusnin t s boo,,, {·ihy People Go to PS:ichiatrists deals

7
Hith those Hho Lave

soug":l-~

psychiatric treatment.

In the sample

80 to 90% of those who went to psychiatric clinics had talked
with others about their problems (196).

Kadushin emphasizes

the irn.portance of this figure and relates the importance of
conversation to changing attitudes about psychotherapy • . The
person who acquires a lot of knowledge about psychology and
psychological treatment is different from the one Hith little
information.

"Although "e cannot prove it conclusively with our

data, ,-Je suspect that the very process of acquiring information
changes both the applicant and his self-concept" (249).
Kadushin wr'ote about three types of clinics (47).

The

analytic clinic was closely linked with psychiatric sources,
therapy \-Jas psychoanalytic.

The religio-psychiatric clinic;> had

therapeutic goals similar to the analytic clinics but inclUded
pastoral

c~unseling.

The hospital clinics received most of their

patients through other. clinics and their

Oim

hospital.

There

was usually less psychoanalytic treatment and more emphasis on
chemotherapy.

wnen applicants to these three types of clinics

were asked about seeking information about these matters 91% of
analytic clinic applicants, as opposed to

53%

of the religio-

psychiatric and 44% of the hospital clinic applicants "said the;)
had taken some action to get information" (251).

These figures

indicate some kind of' relationship betitJeen asking for informa.tion

and the tJpe of mental health clinic consulted.

The author

goes on to conclude that those who are more psychologically
oriented, i.e. those "ho go to analytic clinics, talk to others
more about their problems.

t3
Both an orientation to matters pSJchological and a
willingness to see oneself as especially needing
helD are therefore traits related to asking others

for" information about psychiatrists and psychiatric
clinics (2.')6).
By definition mental illness is beyond the control of the

individual (Clark and Anderson, 1967), yet the individual is
expected to overcome this c::mdi tion or seek help in overcoming
it.

This brings. into mental health studies the whole notion

of expectancy ·of control.

A person's feelings of efficacy about

a situation have been shown to influence the amount of action
that person ,Jill take to change the situation.

This theory

might be related to mental illness, those persons who believe
they have a certain amount of control over their feelings and
emotions might be more willing to ask for help in dealing "dth
them if they feel the need.
Interna.l-external scales and indexes tapping feelings of

powerlessness have been designed to give an indication of' hOH
much in control of a situation a person feels to be and the.
behavioral consequences for these feelings of control.

An

internal locus of control is the belief that rewards depend on
one's oun

behavioi~

or performance.

Each occurance of a

rein~

forcement gives information Hhich is used in assessing the situation
and improving one's control over that situation (Gurin, Gurin,
Lao and Beattie, 1969, Rotter, Seeman and Liverant, 1962).
Chance or heck is the important concept in the external construct.
1

Externalit J

is the feeling that the world is not c'ational and

. @predictable and that control lies in the hands
forces which are stronger than oneself.
wea~ness

(Gurin et.al., Rotter

~.al.).

01'

persons or

It implies personal

9
The emphasis on the situation indicates that the
internal-external control construct is not conceived
as a typology whereby people can be dichotomously
classi1"ied but as a hypothetical construct to account
for intraindividual as "'ell as interindividual
.
response variations in specified situations (Rotter,
et.al.; 499).
The notion of powerlessness, one aspect of alienation, is

similar to externality.

Powerlessness is

the expectancy or probability held by the
individual that his OHJl behavior cannot determine
the occurrence of the outcomes,.or reinf'orcements,
he seeks (Seema.."l, 1959; 784).
The notion of' having some control over one's situation
has been empirically linked to the propensity to take direct
action on one's enviroIh"l1ent.

Jean Langlie (1977) conducted an

experiment "hich demonstrated a signif'icant relationship between
gomeone's perceptions of control and appropriate health care
behavior.

The belief that one has some control over one's

health and that the benerits of preventative health care behaviors
are high (or that the costs are low) accounts f'or 19-34% or the
variance in preventative health care (250).

Activity in the

civil rights movement has also been positively correlated with
feelings or control (Strickland, 1965).

Negro college students

were compared on degree of activity in civil rights movements
and measures or internality-externality, 'need ror social approval,
age, and educatio?,

In'~ernality

1.-laS proven to be the most

important variable in predicting level or action.
One study by Seeman and Evans (1962) was designed to relate
the amount or social learning and the degree of alienation among
patients in a tuberculosis hospital.

They used matched pairs of

male patients, one rateci nigh on the alienation scale and the

10
8to.er lO1rl on the scale.

experience ana social
8:

'They Fere m.8tched i-or previ-ous hospital

b8c;,cbro;~ln(i.

Alienation was measured. o:i

12-itenl forceci-choice sC81e designed to tap feelings oi' po-v.;er-

lessness.

Social learning '•.;8S o]erationalized as' the patisntfs

score on a 20-item inforrc.ation -cest about tuberculasis.

Their results supported their original hypothesis that the
highly alienateD scored significantl.; lower (V<:.OS) on the
learning test than those "lith

18~!

1"eelings of alienati8n.

mean kno;·'ledge score a1r;ong those nigh in alienation was
among those low in alienation this was
in scores was small.

17.21.

Tne

15.72,

Tne actual differences

This was believed to be the result oi' the

ceiling on scores at 20, and tne items may have been too easj.
Intelligence differences were parLiallJ controlled for
tne respondents on educational level.

b~

matching

Other information supports

the contention that the alienation scale does not measure
int-elligence.

The authors assert that the causal chain proceeds from
alienation to poor social learning

(777).

They concede that

this cannot be ciirectly Demonstrated oJ this dat,a.

The two

experimental groups differ widely in alienation, but not in
lenstn or hospitalization and length ai' exposure to the illness.
The two groups Here

therei'ore

given approximately equal

circumstances under Hhicn to learn about tuberculosis, but the
more nighly alienateD did not take advantage oi' these circumstances to the extent that those low in alienation did.

Also,

cont£'ollea laborator:y learni::1g ex;,eriments have supported this
Causal link.
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Anotner important aspect
sta'_ff melf:tbers

t

01'

this stuD.;; deals witn the

perceptions of the patients.

Staff members Here

askea to rate patients on tneir unDerstanding
A score of

j

ind.icateD ver J

o~

their illness.

poor unaerstanding and a score of'

1 indicated very good un6.erstanuing..

The mean score given by

the staff' to those who were measLlred high in i'eelings or alienation

.

.-Ias 2.70.., cowoared to a score of' 2.27 for those low in alienation
"(T)he stare describes the 'highs' in alienation as
patients who are relatively low in their medical knowleage,a
description that agrees with the patients' objective test scores"
(770).

The staff rates these two groups dii·ferentIJ.

Tb-is could

indicate aii'ferential treatment on the 'lards since the different
rankings are due to behavioral differences (seen by the staff)
among tne two groups.
These results are supported. by evidence from two other
studies.

One -v.Jas conductea. 8ID0ng reformatorJ residents (Se.ernanj

1963), relating degrees of' alienation with three types of learning.
The results indicateD. that the low alienation group scored
significantly higher on a test concerning parole matters than
those high in alienation.

The two other types of information

concerned long-range opportuni tie s aYld situations over which the
inmates had no control.
related to alienation.

These two types of' learning were not
Control-relevant information, that

,',,'lich is close in tin,e ana can be used for acting on one' 9
environment, is inf'luenced by feelings of alienation.

stUDY (Bickford ana Neal,

1~69)

dealing with students in a

vocational training center confirmed these results.

ness to personally relevant
to

feelin~s

o~

alienation.

Another

in~ormation

was

inversel~

Receptive-

related
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Tnese studies of internality-externality and alienation
are userul in stuoying referral patterns, particularly in conjunction ,lith the ini"ormation from Kaaushin.

His findings state

thae there is a relationship between asking f'or help and the

type of mental health clinic consulted.
oriented talk to others more

ab~ut

The more psychologically

their problems and gather

more ini'ormation about their emotional state and about the
professionals they will consult.

This data states that those

who.are less alienated or who f'eel more in control of' their
situation learn more about the circumstances around them.
These studies might serve to equate the psychologically oriented
with the less alienated or the internal control personalitJ types.
Those who score high on po'"erlessness scales or those who
are external on internal-external locus

of control scales tend

to be those in less prestigious positions in society.

The inverse

relationship between alienation and level of income, eciucation
ano. occupational prestige has been repeatedly established (Otto
and Featherman, 1975, Heier and Bell, 1959).

This same relation-

ship has been established between externality and social indicators
(Gurin, Gurin, Lao, Beatt:ie).

"In all of the reported ethnic

stuaies, groups .,lhose social position is one of' minimal power
either by class or race tend to score higher in the external
control direction" (Leftcourt, 1966).

Theref'ore the sense of

lack ai' control is related to objective conciitions which would
lower a person's ability to control.

Externality may be a

healthy, realistic adjustment to objective social conditions.
Since this

externalit~

is related to low degrees of social

13
learning, we can sea the cycle.

If one is in a low social

position one would tend to put the blame for good or bad occurrences on some fore;e external to oneself.

This kind of attitucie

lo",ers a person's motivati::m f'or obtaining information about
his/her conditions, theref'ore lowering the amount of control
he/she has.
Gurin, Verofi' and Feld (1960) report some interesting
material concerning the location of a person's troubles or
worries as internal, weaknesses in the self, or external, located
in material things.

"Onl;y a minorit;y of the people Hho went for'

help (about one in four) explicitl;y traced the source of
difi'icul ty to some defect in themselves • • . II (341 ) •

Further-

more, they stated that those with positive or very positive
self-images were most likely to ciescribe shortcomings related
to achievement.

Those with negative or ambivalent self perceptions

emphasized shortcomings dealing with internal personal a.cijustment.
\',11ile these findings do not directly relate to the internalexternal locus of control context, there is some conIlection.
Poor external aChievements, in the occupational yr educational
sphere, for example, can more readil;y be attributed to external
forces, out of the control of the individual.

itJhereas internal

personality problems, can only be traced to one person.

It

seeres apparent that the phenomenon Gurin\ et. al. recorded concerns
a person's willingness to take responsibility for his/her feelings
and emoti0nal states.
These findings, ",hen taken together, give some indication
of the

variab~lity

of paths to mental health treatment.

Defining
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the problem and treatment source depend on the social context
in which this is occurring.
whetner or not
problems.

Personality factors influence

person sees any need to take action on these

8

Next

is a revie,,) of some of the literature concerning

specific referral sources to mental health treatment.
Research about various referral sources to mental treatment indicate several differences in the kinds of people they
serve, the situations they are asked to help deal with and the
amount of influence they have over the person they are peferring.
The tJpe of person who is exposed to certain referral sources
vary, as well as the type of person who lwuld use that agency
or person for a referral.

Different ref·erral sources encounter

the person to be referred in different kinds of social settings.
Some sources are utilized only during crises, while others
have on-going relationships with the future client and can
witness the development 01' the problem.

As a result, referral

sources di1'1'er in the types 01' situations with Hhich they are
equipped to deal.

Finally, referral sources differ in the

amount of control they have over the future client's actions
to seek help.

Some re1'errals are suggestions that professional

help is needed and include information about where this can be
obtaineci, while otiler referrals involve no cLegree
tne part of the

futu~e

client.

er

choice on

Re1'errals may be coercive in

that the continuance of a marriage or employment is resting on
them or they may involve coercion through the legal system.
Some re'search has investigated specir'ic sources of' referral

to mental healtn treatment.
witn riow these sources

a~e

Information covered here will deal

used b J different people and the
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different situations they are exposea to anQ are required to
deal Hith.
1'he police and court system act as referral sources to
mental health facilities primarily for those in the IOHer social
classes and for marginal people Hith f'e,,[ resources.
and Redlich

Hollingshead

(1958) list the percentage of neurotics in their

sample Hho Here referred .to psychiatric treatment for the first
time by the police or courts (156).

The.y found no respondents

in the first tvw social classes Hha Here referred by the police
or courts.

In class III

1.3% of the neurotics receiving mental

health treatment Here referred in this manner.

In class IV

5.1% and in class V 13.9% Here referred by the police or cour:;s.
Miller and Hischler (1964) confirm these findings.

Fourteen

percent of their· sample in class V Hho Here receiving treatment
Here directed by the police or courts.

Hollingshead and Redlich's

findings on psychotics Here in the same direction.

Four paint

eight percent of their sample in class III Has referred to
treatment b J
accounted for

the police or court.

18.9% of the referrals and in class V they referred

52.2% of the sample.
similar.

In class IV police referrals

Miller and Nischler's figures were again

In class IV, 19% of the psychotics in treatment Here

referred through the police or courts, in class V, 52% of their
sample Has ref'erred this Ha;;.

As is evident, psychotic ref'errals

are mare strongly associated with social class than f'or those
clients classif'ied as neurotic.

Psychoses are commonly charac-

terized by violent, disruptive, or acting out behaviors.

The

lower levels of education and smaller financial assets "associated
l,o;ith the lower class might serve to inerease "the proportion ot-
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police rei'errals because of less knowleage about psychological
help sources and less aoilitJ to

ta~e

adva~tage

of them.

In a study of poli2e dealings with the mentally ill,
Bittner (1967) was interested in the social context of' these
referrals.

The police have two legal options in handling the

mentally ill.

The first is a court order to bring someone in

for observation, the second is the authority to convey anyone
they think is mentally ill to a hospital.

This alternative is'

discretionary freedom similar to making an arrest without a
warrent.
Bittner identif'ied features in the immediate enviroTh'11ent
that the police officer identified as inf'ormation sources
about the mentally ill person and clues in helping to handle
the situation (203).

The officer took note of available family

or friends of the sick person and eny indications of previous
psychiatric episoeles ana their outcomes.

The practical impli-

cations, in terms of time, dealing with a hospital, or notifying
relatives, were also important considerations before initiating
the process of hospitalization of this person.

cTheofficer

is calleo in to some crisis situation and is expected to act
on this situation, drawing on any possible sources of information.
The police and courts are involved in managing social
situations.

They must eleal with a mentally ill person in a

crisis situation.

The courts are involved in this

a later elate and in a se;Jsrate envirorunent.

cris~s

at

The involvement

:)f" the police and courts is the res-ult of some overt, ina.ppro-

priate behavior on tue part of' the mentally ill person.

Both

the police and courts are aesignsa to make referrals on the

basis of behavior, not on

t~e

b8Sis of illness.

Coercion and po"er are s"mbolizeci in the police and court
system.

The person has little choice in accepting or rejecting

this referral.
The courts, after all, are institutionalized
representatives of society; decisions are maQe
bj them on behalf of society and this
sym"Jolizeci society's rejection of the individual"
(Rushing, 1971;512).
The power embodied in the referral source and the lack of choice
must have some influence on the course of treatment and the
motivation of the client.
Physicians are very likely to come into contact with
people Hho need psychiatric help.

These ma;,- be patients coming

for relief of physical complaints resulting from mental or
emotional problems.

These mal be patients Hho are unable to

identify their problem and the appropri$te help source, although
tney kno" they should obtain help_

Some of these patients may

be people who specifically want a referral to a psychiatric
agency~

Psychiatry tends to be a rather invisible profession

(Kadushin;252) so some people may need help

fin~ing

practitioners.

Physicians are usually presented Hith isolated symptoms
or problems.

A study of the "ives of psychiatric patients

(Clausen, Yarro", and Robbins, 1955) suggests that the com[:HJ.nication betHeen a medical doctor and the vlife of a future
patient Has very important in making a psychiatric diagnosis
or re.f"erral.

The doctor "as presented Hith a purely somatic

complaint from the patient and used the information from the

wife to fill in the behavioral and

situa~ional

details.-
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Clausen,

£1. al.

IS

inrorriwtion also supports the notion

that physician referrals to mental health treatment are more
acceptable to the client than are referrals from friends or
family members.

The authority and knowledge associated with

the position of physician let the client accept this decision
more readily.

This type of referral might also relieve or

prevent any guilt feelings which may haunt a family member or
friena who makes the decision for referral.

A physician referral

may permit the client to make these problems more acceptable
or understandable by giving them a physical basis.
The clergy are more likely than the other gatekeepers
(such as police, public health nurses, social 1oJorkers, etc.)
to be very concerned about a person presenting symptoms of mental
illness (Coie, et.al.).

Yet, they are less likely to refer

those people who corne to them to mental health professionals
(Clausen et.al., Gurin, et.al., 1960, L8rson, 1965).

T'ney are

more likely to act as the final therapeutic agents.
Clergy, the group most alert to the signs of
mental illness, see themselves as having a major
role in therapeutic activities and are in high
agreement with psychiatric definitions of mental
illness (Coie, et.~.;633).
The clergy are important help sources in that the;:; are
private, no one else has to
~'ney

are easily accessible.

kno'~

that a person asked i'or help.

They are also expected to give

supp::lrt and strength, which are Hhat many people Hant.

Of those

who "jent for help, Gurin, Veroff and Feld reported that most
cn08e~the

clergy ora doctor (341).

Most of the clients aescribed

the help they received in terms of comrort, reassurance and
adviceo
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~hen

a family merrrber or a friend makes a suggestion that;

someone seek professional help, the referral is probably based
on extensive knowlecige of t!wt person.

The referral is a

decision reached with an understanciing of-- the future client r s

social situation.
~l'his

is the least professional type of referral and, there-

fore, tile reasons f'or the referral are probably more important.
The referral involves not only an assessment of the personts
behavior and symptoms, but considerations about what mental
illness in the family will mean.

The referral ma.y have been

made out of concern for the person involved.

There is also the

possibility that the referral was made because the future client
has been causing trouble or is hard to deal with.

IHth family

or friend referrals correct interpretation of the reason for
the referral is important.

The client may have been referred

by a caring relative or friend,

yet still view the refe.rral as

an attempt to get rid of him or h sr.
A self-referral requires knowleage of psychiatry and insight
into one Ism'll problems (Hollingshead and Redlich; 103, Kadushin;

176).
relief'.

A person who is self-referred is motivated to seek
Along with greater understanding and knmdedge, a

self'-ref'erred client may have more emotional investment ia getting
well tilan one who was brought to treatment by someone else.
'['ne self-referred client has taken steps, !'irst to identifJ
his or her problems as psychological and then to alieviate
these problems.

This selI'-action might have further implications

f'or treatment and recovery.

A studs- on alcoholics (Chali'ant

anei Kurtz, 1972) indicates that hospital staff is m::>re receptive
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to a client who was self-referred.
Americans View 'fheir Hen":;al Health (Gurin, et.~., 1960)
contains an extensive section dealing with· readiness for selfreferral.

Their use of" the term self-referral does n"t correspond

directl,) l.lith the definition of that term used else~Jhere in
this paper.

They were interested in some measure of the general

acceptance of psschiatry.

A distinction was made between in-

tellectual acceptance and'personal, or emotional acceptance.
Their concept tries to capture whether someone recognizes mental
problems as illnesses and views professional sources as the
~ 'cD ~~\ w,~ *"se.
bestl\Problems and problems they might encounter in the future.
They were then questioned on their uses "f help r.es"urces.
The resp"nses were placed on a continuim ranging from people
who have gone for help, to pe::Jple who did not see help as
relevant in the past, but .muld use it, to people Hho Hould
never use help.
Those Hho have gone for help and those Hho considered
help relevant for a past problem were categorized as accepting
of self-referral,

Several personality characteristics Here

ass"ciated Hith a readiness ror self-referra.l (275).

Distress

Has more likely to be structured in personal or interpersonal
terms for those who had or Hould have sought help.

Feelings

of inadequacy or problems in a specific role are Here more
likelJ to bring a help-seeking response.

These respondents

were wore likely to engage in self questioning rather than

.J-u

generalize feelings into dissatis1'action or unhappiness toward
li.fe goals.
more

li~ely

Psychological rather than physical s;;mptoms ,-Jere
to be expressed by those \.vho had a posi ti ve viel,r oi"'
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helping sourt:;es.

There vias a relationship

and readiness for self-referral.

bet~..reen

introspection

Those Hho said they had no

per'sonal 1.fl-eaknesses as "i'.'"ell as those Hho said they had no strong

points tend not to seek help.

All of these characteristics

are related to increasing levels of education, but "hen education
Has controlled for, the relationships still existed.
Certain demographic characteristics Here also related to
readiness for self-referral.

\"lomen, younger people, and the

more educated more often have gone for help.

These people were

less likely to have adopted a selr-help position, that someone
shoul<.i handle their OHn problems alone.
TUe referral source chosen or the one so imposed rerlects,
to some extent, the resources or th&t person, his or her Hants
and needs, and the desire s of' others in contact with the client.
Social class is an important determining factor of the
referral agencies one Hill come in contact Hith.

Income limits

the range of helping services a person can utilize.

Education

is an important determinate of someone's ability to recognize
certain problems as psychological and then identify the appropriate
help sources.

Social class is an indicator of social power

and therefore, the amount of outside coercion a person is
subjected to, or can avoi:2.
A person's definition of nis or her needs is rerlected in
the type of referral source.

If' someone wants relief' from

p"ysical problems while failing to see any psychological origins
(slhe Hill consult a medical specialist.

If someone wants

comfopt and reassurance, but not insight, they are likely to

avoid psychoanalytic practitioners and to be dissatisfied Hith
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them if they do go (Gurin, et.~., 1960).

Even the acting

out behavior of someone taken to a mental hospital by the police
rna;,' be some expression of a need, the need for help and someone
to take charge.
The needs of other people being affected by a person's
illness have some implications for the referral source chosen.
The:-- may need to have this person's problems defined in somatic.
terms, which may be easier to understand and deal with.

They

may need someone to come in and taKe o-.rer a difficult situation.
They may be looking for an official diagnosis, an authority
figure to relieve guilt.
Referral source reflects certain characteristics of the
client and his or her situation, and therefore, sh::lUld have
implications for effective treatment.

In an effort to clarify

the importance of referral source to mental health professionals
twelve area therapists were interviewed about >-iho their clients
are and how they came to be clients.

The) were asked to explain

any implications referral source had for their services.

Five

of the professionals interviewed were in private practive, four
were involved ,in the college psychological services and three
worked out or community agencies.
Tne interviews were conducted in an open rormat with
ample provisions for digression frOm the questionnaire.

The

emphasis "as on understanding how the professionals use the
in.formation of referral source and other factors influencing

no,,; a client got to the point of seeking help.

This account

of" the inf'ormation g-athered from the intervie1rJs is an attempt

to organize the ini'orma-cion in a meaningful way.

The interviews
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were not recorded, so there maj be some errors in the quotations ..

hOHever, I am confident that the infocomational content has not
been misused or misunderstood.

This account should be read

as an elaboration oJ:' previous information and as partial
explanation of the results of the quantitative research reported
later.

One of the first considerations discussed in the interview
was the sex ratio of the clientelle of the therapists.

This

information helped to clarify some of the questions raised in
the literature about utilization of services and willingness
to express need.

The most important variable in explaining

larger numbers of Homen as clients, is the sex of the therapist.
In almost every ca.se in which the clientelle included more
1.-JOmen than men, the therapist was female or there were female
therapists in the agency.

Male therapists were more likely

to receive an equal number of men and. Homen.
reported that about

58%

of the clients were women.

50-50,

years ago this Has closer to
than women.

One respondent
"A few

before that more men came

When He added more women to the staff, this in-

. .In.
crease d th e women comlng

t1

Another therapist, a "lOman,

",eported that her clientelle Has "ove:nvhelmingly Homen".
fu~other

female respondent added

People feel more comfortable talking Hith someone
They may be against seeing a
man in the d.octor role like they always have been.
I assmae that men are also looking for men.
oi' the same sex.

The higher percentage of female clients in one agenc:; was

explain.ed in another nanner:J similar to explanations in the
literature ..
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I believe this is a national pattern (for more
women than men to seek psychological help).
I
think they are,a little more Hilling to acimit a
need, this is harder for men. ,{hen it is a problem
with a couple it is sometimes tricky to get
the husband involved . • . . I don't knOH if ,I can
generalize. 1i{omen seem to be able to express
themselves a little faster.
They have less defenses.
Respondents Here asked if their clients usually come into
the office, alone or l-lith someone for their first appointment.
This question Has intended to determine if physically accompanying someone to the therapist Has a sign of coercing that
person into treatment, or whether it lvas a supportive move.
The therapists usually agreed that most clients come alone.
One therapist elaborated.
'l'ney usually come alone.
If someone comes in
with someone else their problem involves someone
else directly.
They will come in with a bpyfl>iend
or girlfriend or a roommate.
Or if they are
having problems in a homosexual relationship they
l"ill come with a 'lover. If theJ come in alone
they have broader scope problems, they are more
genera).

AXlOther confirmed this opinion.

She said, that most clients do

come alone, but if they are with someone else this person is
in a supportive role.

This person ,is "a friend usually.

If'

the client is younger or older it is a member of the family-.
They come for the support, so they (the client) will come at
all if they are very fearful."
Clients who delay seeking mental health treatment could
be trying to deny the existence of any problems.

They might

lack knowledge about ,·;here to go, lack motivation, or they
may be afraid of asking for help.

The duration of a problem

and the reasons for delaying treat:nent could be impDPtant
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information to the therapist.
if people tend to

dela~

These interviewees were asked

asking for help, and if so, how they

waul a cnaracterize these clients.

They generally agreed that

this Goes occur and they gave several possible reasons.
They are afraid they have a serious problem. At
times this can be a disadvantage (for treatment),
their problem becomes so intense, but very few are
willing to change until we are hurting. Psychotherapy requires motivation.
This delay in treatment did not affect this therapist's attitude
toward the client but affected
Wflat could be accomplished.
as rully committed."

"assessment of motivation and

Those who wait are probably not

Other information this therapist ilsed

to assess the motivation of clients included "their comfort in
admitting psychological p:r'oblems, their openness to different
viewpoints and whether they are comfortable with another person."
Those who seek treatment early in the course of their problem
"may be more open, more sensitive to the development of: their
problem. "
other therapists emphasiz.ed different reasons for delays
in seeking help.
The;) have talked Hith people.
'I've run out of
everything else, I finally have enough courage.'
It takes courage to delve into yourself.
I am
amazed that people can do that, work it through.
It is scary, hard Hork.

i4

The people Hho delay treatment ,,'ere described by another
therapist.

T:,ose "ho are sc . ed or smart (delay seeking
treatment). It s not a good idea to define
yourself as a p tient too quickly. Some people
are over-analized, particularly in this environment.
They knoH hCH to be a pb 'Gient, but not hOvI to
be a person.
There is no reason for therapy
unless there is terrible pain. Some people have
to feel a little strength to be able to risk
t::-eatr.lent.
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One therapist indicated that a slightly different approach
to therapy is needed for t:'lose Hho delay treatment.

I am much :firmer, less permissive. I tend to
be more active. I a~ a more active therapist
in general. You have to prove yourself to them
fast.
They are asking for someone to take charge.
A dii'ferent perspective on those Hho put of1' treatment Has

provided bj another interviewee.

The people VIho delay are

• mostly minorit;i.es. Therapy is not
fashionable (to minorities) like it might be
in middle class families.
They come Hhen they
find their extended family can no longer help.
It is usually crisis intervention. It takes
longer to Hork through.
Each respondent gave scenerios of the referral patterns
of their clients.

They gave indications of how different

referral sources reflected differences in the people coming to
them and any implications this may have had on therapy.

The

theme of motivation·kept recurring in these discussions, as
well as support and trust.
I would say about 85% are self-referred and
are referred by their physicians • • • • About
are referred by clergy, familY or friends •
• • • Self-referred are motivated, other referrals
are pushed to do this, their coming is related
to the other's (the referral source's) problems.
In other words, the client is a pain in the neck.
You have to deal with why the other person
1...ranted them to come.

5%
5%

In .Jorking with clients who are coming to therapy as a part
of their parole
• you have to spend time working through
what this referral means.
A person has to
be personally cornmitted to therapy.
And usually
the person comes to this point.
If they have been pushed, their motivation is
less. You must ,wrk at getting a prospective
patient to work at doing it. You must establish
a relationship ;,;;ith the patient.
There is no
ipJay to do therapy ilJi th sCJmeone \c.Jho doesn I t
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want to work.
The} must have the notion of
'I don't have to do it.'
Another therapist deemphasized the method of referral and

importance in treatment.

i"(;3

me

:10H

they get to me.

is important.

"Actually, it doesn't matter to

The fact that they are there is what

I try to treat them all fairly."

In regard to

physician referrals and what they may mean to the client he
s aici

It

. toe effect this has is just to suggest to the

pe~son

that v)hatever they are undergoing is mental, not physical."
The fact that they were looking for help seemed to be the
important factor, not the method of referral.
might mean the} are looking for help.

"Their openness

They are usually very

open, ma;{be les s knolileogeable."
The motiv2tion to get help seemed to be a very important
factor in the influence of referrals.
Those .,ho come in freely will tell you they are
there to work on a problem.
If they are uith
someo"e they -,;ill say that their mother or
father told them to come iA.
Those uho come Olll
their OUJ1i are more likely to work.
Those who
are doing it for someo]lle else are makil1tg a
gesture. TheJ are saying 'I did make the effort.'
The) go through the motioJJls, but there would
be no differeace in treatment.
This respondent had \-iOrked "vi th some clients who uere referred
through the courts.
They come as an alternative to jail. They ,lOuld
rather stay in a hospital for 30 days with
ground privileges and free movies than in a
j ail for 30 days
The-.y might not v-lant to be
here.
The! are very honest about their reasons.
11:-' they COillq on their 01~Jn I ?ssu:me they want
to be there.
If they are taking someoneTs
Bevice, they want to be there.
They don't have
to come.
0

~-_n::>ther

~ith

therapist emphasized

"

..1-.

mOtlV8:.,.lon

8nber over coercion in a referral.

problems
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Wl1:;U th'Jse Hi18 \-Jere coerced t8 come we must work

thr'ough tha t the,l don't Hant to be there.
I Hant
them to be here.
If there is a lot or hostility
and an 6 er it has to be vented. You must move
them to ,-Jhere you can be help:Cul. • ; • Frequently
one is urged extrinsically. That person Hill
identiFy themselves as being referred.

'Someone

else said I should come.' The sUbtlety of that
is that sometimes that person Hill put the
responsibility on the referree.
Then if it fails
that person Hill go back to the referral persbn
and saj 'see, I tried and it didn't Hork.'
Other cases are different:for this same therapist.
People are pleased that someone has cared, someone
has talked with them.
They feel a support
sjstem • • • • A self-referral feels a need to come.
It is important hOH people get to you. We prefer
voluntary clients, through someone or self-referral.
In regard to agencJ referrals a.nd 110H a client feels
about them one therapist explained a positive outcome of this
kind of referral.

If they have had a good relationship Hith the
agency, they have more experience usin6 outside

help. Help makes them more amenable to more
help.
There are others Hho rattle around
l°rom one place to another and are hell-bent on
proving that they can't be helped.
This therapist also received a lot of referrals from
physicians.
Pediatricians refer a lot.
Doctors refer adults
Hith psychosomatic illnesses. Pediatricians
rerer kids with behavior and psychosomatic problems.
Occassionally, they send someone in for an
evaluation or diagnosis.
They f'requently have
ruled out everything else.
In an area such as
this they see it (a referral to a psychiatric agent)
as the natural sequence of events.
If there is a lot of resistance (to seeking
psychiatric help) medical referrals tend to overcome this.
If two parents disagree about treatment
for a Child, the pediatrician cuts through it.
Thej need an authority person to brea~ in~
The best rei'errals come on direct recomIaendatian

i'rom another patient, Fho knol;'!s me.
The next
bes t are from a. ph~; s ician l-Jho is trusted and who
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trusts me.
The] have more realistic expectations
of "'Jnat 1."i11 nappen to them.
Th8J have someone
else t:) ask questions.
They have overcome initial

negative feelings about seeking treatment. They
have talked it out. They must asj{ others if they
shouln get help.
Tney have usually
Some ';,-Ino corne on their own COilie out
I used to get calls from parents to
them that their kids were genuises.
public is more sophisticated. Some
their 01'iD are very good. The Horst
kids who have been pushed.

gotten support.
.of curiosit.:r_
reassure
Now the
who come on
referrals are

Another therapist put the emphasis on trust in making
rererrals 2nd accepting them.

People come to a private practitioner
(psycnologist) because someone they trust
recorrll~ended the doctor.
There is a personal
chain. Personal trust is important. That is
why it takes a long time to build a private
practice. Sometimes personal friends Hill send
someone.
This is a di.fficult thing, you have
to have trus t in lvho you recomrnena.
This therapist Has asked about physician referrals to
ner practice and then she el8borated on Hhat a referral means.
This happens rarelJ (physician refer'rals).·
We are trying to get the doctors. to do this.
Tney Honft send the people they should. Doctors
do not believe in headwork basically. Even if
theJ do believe the illness is psycnological,
they don't believe it can be helped • • • • It
just doesn't occur to them to refer to a psychologist.
It is a shyness on their part, they don't object.
You must convince them that you have something
to offer.
\'I]nat is important is more what they are sent
i"or, not Hho sent them. Agencies notice a
problem and point it out and they try to i"ix it.
Personal rei"errals are all voluntary. • • • You
are dealing with people being able to ask i"or help.
I think your premise is right, that the end is in
the beginning.
I am more concerned "ith another
part.
I think the proi"ession is at fault.
They
concentrate too mucn on the middle class. They
should develop Hays to deal with the involuntary
patient.
They should make themselves available
t::J help, in the patient's der"inition of help.
1he profession is too narrow.
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Self-referrals were usually spoken of as a positive type

of referral.

One therapist qualiI"ied this by pointing out

another reason for a self-referral.

There are degrees of non-voluntary clients.
It takes much more skill from me if they are
urged.
If people come on their ovm it may be
because they are unhappy and want suppor't ror
how badly others are treating them. They want
to stay the way they are because that is what
they know.
Some or the people I talked ,·Ii th had worked with clients
who had been referred to them through social service agehcies.
This type or referral did not seem to be too dirrerent rrom
the others.
In the process or working with that ramily
the agency might rind problems that exist,
interrelational or one person, a rererral would
be made.
In some cases they are mandatory or
optional.
One therapist vwrked out or a community agency which
received clients "ho had been
sources.

reI~erred

rrom many dirrerent

He explained how the clients react to being referred

to mental health agency.
It depends on their level of motivation ror
getting help.
The less motivated they are the
more they resent the bouncing around.
It depends
on how the referral was handled.
If it was
talked through and explained that they were not
capable of dealing with the client's problems and
that we could, then it is good. It depends on how
it is handled and ambivalence. • • • Those who
come from the police and cou~ts are marginal
people, economically and socially. They feel
marginal.
There is a definite pattern there.
Doctor referrals tend to be individuals with
obviJus psychosomatic symptoms, but they are
not psychotic. Only several doctors trust us

..

that fars
·'tinen they corne in by themselves their ego
is saying Iyes, I nesa it'.'
If others are urging,

tnere is some sense of obligation, a 'should'.
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Tha t 'ouGht 1 is super-ego..
T.rlat is frequentl-y
a big barrier.
That is a majar factor in their
life, guilt.
They are relying on otherls
expectations. You have to sort that out initially
(in therapy).
If it is III you donlt have to go
through all of that.
If they can maintain that
you can see home.
Another therapist from a comnlUnity agency put the same
kind of emphasis on client motivation.
\'/e get referrals if the agency can I t handle
their problem.
They have to terminate with that
agency. Helfare sends people Hith overHhelming
problems, that they donlt have time to deal
with.
They (the clients) donlt feel rejected,
but promoted to a better place. Unless they
are from the court. Soine people are supposed to
come in as a condition of their probation. Nobody
is amenable to treatment unless they feel they
need help, and then it Houldnlt be likely that
they Hould come in through the courts.
Those Hho are being forced; their wife Hill
leave them unless they come, they Hill loose
their job, the courts sent them, are not
amenable to treatment.
The J need to belie;,-e
they need to make changes.
ive are very
cautious. . ,
If a Homan calls in for an
appointment for her husband, we make him call in
first.
'tIe only accept referrals like that from
someone else if they are being released from the
hospital and then we.get allaf the information
vIe can from the social worker or "hoever calls.
This information helps clarify the point that the actual
referral to mental health treatment is part of a process of
recognizing a need for help and then obtaining it.

Referral

source, to be a meaningful piece of information can not be
divorced from the reasans for the referral, the relationship
bet1.-Jeen the referral source and the client, the method of
referral and the clientls OHn motivation to get help.
Delays in seeking tres.truent are part of the process discussed ..
Nan.;" of these thel'apists viel,-Jed delays as positive.
ma~

ffhis delay

be associated with increased clidnt motivation to work in
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therap;y~

~~llen

(s)he i'inally gets to treatment,

that this is what l.-Jas needed..

(s)he knows

Often this person has been

gathering opinions from others about the problem and is ready

to act on it.

Several therapists, however, recognized times

when delaying treatment indicated fear and a reluctance to use
help sources.

This resistance to treatment was not overcome

before the initiation oi' treatment,

SO

it must be dealt with

during the first few sessions.
Motivation to change and deal with problems is one of the
most important factors in the therapeutic relationship, and
maJ be related to a person's referral to treatment. "l1otivation
is the most consistent variable, the more motivation,. the more
Referral source maJ reveal some information
about a client's motivation, but generalizations are difficult.

~~If' A client
~

could have been pushed to seek treacment by one type

of referral source, yet another client maj have been given
encouragement and information bJ the sal'le type of referral
source.

Referral source is important, but only insofar.as it

ref'lects other qualities of the_reasons for seeking treatment.
Trust in the referral source is important.

The more trust in

the original relationship, the better the referral will be.
If a referral is understood as the "natural sequence of events"
in help seeking and receiving, there is mor'e of a chance of a
positive outcome.

If the referral was not explained, one of'

the f'irst objectives in therapy is to deal with any negative
feelings about a ref'erral.
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"If a client is prett J - unsure about the referral
then the initial task is to establish rapport
and trust so that they are comfortable.
This
takes up most of the first interview.

The rererral seer1S to be something the therapist has to get
around., if it was a negati"'Je experience.

Any hostility tOHards

the rererral must be worked out berore therapy can start.

The

client has to be to the point or working ror him or herselr.
"They feel less responsibility for their own changes if they
are pushed."

"They can't be a passive recipient.

to learn how to help themselves.

IT

l'hey have

Several of the therapists

identified this need for the client to take responsibility
for overcoming the problem.
The previous review of the literature illustrates the
complicated set of social influences which impinge upon who
becomes a client and how- this is accomplished.

Various social

factors relate to hoW the person deals with his/her problems,
whether the problems warrent treatment and what kind of treatment
to

8~ek.

Various attributes of a person will determine the

people (slhe associates with and whether or not this person
talks about problems which might require help.

Social class and

education have a lot to do with the recognition of possible
sources of help.

The important questions here concern who

becomes a client of mental health services, how the person
becomes a client and what effects these processes have on the
course

or

treatment.

Tne information

L~rom

the professionals in the mental

health field indicates that the i,,;-ay a person gets to treatm.ent

is L1iportant in tnat it gives an indication

OL~

that person's

r:lotiv8tion to change and Hillingness to take responsibility

for nis or her actions.
the

\",8,;

suc".

,8

Referral source is only one part of

person gets to help and it must be understood as

Again, the relationship bet,·;een the referral source and

the client, tfle reasons for the referral and any feelings about
the rei'erral must be considered.

This next section.will deal with information gathered
aoout clients receiving treatment at a community mental health
center.

The main emphasis of this analysis will be on clarifying

the information revealed by someone's referral to this center.
The organizational approach taken will try to approximate social
network studies.

A social network approach to referral emphasizes

the actual oppNtunities of someone to receive information
about psychiatric help sources and the opportunities to receive
a referloal rrom a per-son or agency (Horwitz, 1977).
net,..;ork is defined as n.

•

A social

• a specific set of linkages among

a defined set of persons, with the additional property that
tile characteristics of these linkages as a whole may be used
to interprete the social behavior of the persons involved"

(J. Clyde Mitchell, as quoted in Horwitz;87).
The household composition of the client, marital status
anQ occupational status are the three variables used to give an
indication of the persons the client will be in contact

~ith

pr ~or to treatment, as "ell as the role the client plays in
these relationships.

Household composition gives some inlormation about the
client's contact Ei th kin.
i~'1

c~njugal

The clients -V-Jere recorded as living

homes, pa,::'ental homes, 1;,lith relatives (other than
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spouse or parents) or friends, or living alone.

categories give an indication

or

These four

tn8 people available to react

to the clisnt's illness or problems (or conversel J the people
the illness or problems are a reaction to) and the people Hho
-are available to make

!I

referral.

In addition, household

composition gives some indications of the roles the client has
to des.l Hith, that is whether the client is reacting like a
child or a parent, a friend or a spouse.
l1arital status, like household composition, H8uld be some
indication of the persons Hho would be in a position to react
to s.omeone' s. illness and the persons available to provide referrals.
It is also an indication of the roles the client has to handle.
Enlployment . etatus measures ,,,hether someone was employed,
not emploJed or a houseHife at the time they initiated treatment.
This is the third indicator of contact with others.

A house-

wife's illness or problems would probably have the most direct
effects on her nuclear family.

Someone who is employed would

come into contact with others Khile working.

Illness would have

important efl'ects on one's a bili ty to Hork and could be
identified through the work situation.
These three variables also i;ive a limited amount of information.
about the degree

Ol~

social environment.

control the client ,JOuld have in their
An adult living in a parental household

"oula. seem to be less in control than an adult in a conjugal
or relative-friend household or living alone.

being married implies more
state of being single.

r~milial

The state of

responsibilities than the

An el<1ploJ-ed person probably ,wuld

leel

m020

house~iEe

efficacious than someone

~dho

is not employed.

would be more like the employed.

A

These speculations

about the implications ana. informBti':)n cantained in these -three
variables are only specualtions.
fit

~-iith

',-';e

~"Iill

examine ho-H t!1ey

the data.

'i'his research is exploratory in nature and is not oased
on an:;- firm hypotheses.

There are

se~veral

expectations however.

Householci composition, marital status, and occupational status
should be related to the re1'erral source of the client.

Those

clients Hho have kin contacts and friends availaole, as inciicated

oJ these variables, will be more likely to be referred by relati ves or 1'riends.

Those clients vlho are more isolated from

others Hill either tend to be self-referred more often, or
referred through more formal types

of agencies.

Those clients

\,ho are in more equal, responsible relationships with the persons
they come in contact with will more likely be self-referred
than those who appear to be in more dependent situations.
Referral source Hill be an indicatio'l 01' the client's social
CirCLh"TIstances.

't

This research Has conducted at the Lorain outcare Division
of the W. G. Nord Centers, a part of the Mental Health Services
of' Lorain County, Inc..

This is a cOIGTIunity based mental health

center . . At the time this information was' gathered there \'V'ere

6 full time therapists.

The sample consists of' clients .,ho

initiated treatment with the center in 1976.
chosen because it

"JaS

This year was

the most recent tirGe pe2iod in Hhich one

coult expect a large nwr:ber of terminated cases.

A systematic
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sample oi' tile client T s f'iles frorn tIle storage cabinets was

taken.

Those clients under 16 were excluded from the analysis

because they would not be expected to have much ccmtrol over
,.hether' or not the} got to treatment.

This method of sampling

may have excluded some cases Hhen the first intake date was
prior to 1976, but started treatment aga.in in that year.

It

may have also excluded some open cases which Here being consulted ..
and \-lere not in the iile cabinets.

The total sample consists

or 103 cases out of the 421 cases (including children) Hhich
\-lere opened in 1976.
The iniormation about the clients came from four main
areas in the case file; the call-in sheet \-las filled out by
a stafi member when a person called in for a first appointment,
the client form Has filled out by the client on the day of the
first appointment, treatment notes kept by the therapist, and
the termination record.

Most of the background information

came from the client form.

The call-in form and treatment notes

gave the most information about the presenting problem and the
client·s motivation.

Information about the treatment Has

obtained through the treatment notes and termination records.
Referral source \-las one of the most important variables recorded.
This was taken from the client form.
This research is limited in its scope and representativeness.
The measure of referral source gives no indication of the inf'luence, relationships, or feelings of that person or agency
tOHards the client.
logical symptoms.

No attempt "as made to control for psychoA lot of' reliance vlas put on

ini'orrn~tion

gathered from the client, ,-lith no ability to replicate it.
Han;y times the inr"ormation in the files was incomplete, each
therapist kept track of dirferent in1'ormation about his/her
clients.

The sample is of people who have already been referred,

and more specifically, people who have been rererred to this
particular mental health center.

Keeping these limitations in

mind, this research is important as a starting point.

This

should be examined a.s an exploratory s tud;{, dealing Hi th the
relationships betHeen in.formation about the client and his/her
rererral source.
i'indings
The .frequency distributions oi' the referral sources used
by the respondents ShOH that self-re.ferrals are the most prevalent.

Physician rei'errals are the second most i'requent,

Table 1 about here
i'ollo"ed by .friend and then relative referrals.
Rel~erral

source and household composition are not statis-

2
cally related (X =13.86, df-"9, p=.127, V=.175).However,many
Table 2 about here

'of- the percentages are in the predicted direction and "arrent
some attention.
seli'-rererred.
make a re.ferral.
to be

Those living alone are the most likely to be
They are less likely to have others close to
Those in parental homes are the least likely

self-rei~erred.

This is probably due to the lack of control

implied by the condition or" an adult living "ith his/her pare:lts.
LivinG in a parental home might also be an indication or ill
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health or inability to act responsibly.

Those living with

relatives or friencis are th" most lL{ely to receive referrals
from relatives or friencis.
availaole.

These types of referrals are readily

Those in ccmjugal homes are the next most likely

to receive these referrals from relatives or friends.

Those

living alone are the least likely to receive these referrals.
These results seem to be due to the availabil_ity of friends or
relatives to give referrals.

Professional sources are used

least by those living alone.

Those living alone and those in

parental homes are the most likely to use health facility referrals.
This might be an indication of higher rates of illness associated
with these living arrangements.
The relationship bet1eJeen referral source and marital status
is statistically significant, although it is not very strong
2
(X =15.o2, 0.1'=9, p=.07, V=.1tl1).

The divorced and widowed

Table 3 about here
groups are the most likely to use self-referrals.

These two

groups are the least likely to have relatives to help with
the recognition of prOblems and action on them.

The married

group is the most likely to use relative-friend referrals.

In

this relationship referrals by spouses are probably very colth"l1on
because of the closeness of the marital relationship.

Profes-

sional sources are the least-used sources of referral for those
,,,ho are divorced.

The health agency use-rs are about equally

d~stributed across marital status cs.tegories.

Referral source is not statistically related to occupational
, 2 c- Ob- ,
s t a -cus
I.. x ~:;J..

-",

dl.:::::

6 , P= . .')4,
~,
V=.125).

Table 4 about here

The percentage dif-
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f'erences are not very large.

The most striking differences oc-

cur among those \.,.-ho are relative-friend referred.

The

~"'1.em-

plo~ed are the least li"ely to be referred in this way (25.71%)

when compared to the employed (34.40%) and housewives(32.35%).
The state of being unemployed might imply limited contacts with
i'riends.

There is also a difference among those referred by

health agencies.

Those not employed are the most likely to be

referred in this manner (44.29%).

Of the employed, 29.31% are

referred through health ageLLcies as are 26.47% of the housewives.

The unemployed seem to be the most isolated in terms of

frienns and family.

UnemploJment could be attributable to

health problems or could result in problems increasing the usage
of health agencies.
None of tnese relationships is as strong as expected, although the general trends are consistent with the earlier ar. guments.

Further exa.rnination of the interrelationships among

these variables might specify the conditions under which these
variables relate to referral source.
The three main independent variables being examined are all
statistically related to one another, as one would expect.

The

relationship between household composition and maTi-tal status
is strong (X 2 =153.02, df=9, p<.OOl, v=.549).

Ninety-six per-

cent of the respondents who are married, live in conjugal households.

Of those who are divorced, 45% are in conjugal homes

ami the res tare almos t equally- split betHeen relative-friend
homes and living alone.
t~e

Most of the widows live alone (about

rest ItvR h,'l'th
~

-"

-

re'a~l"vAs-~rl'end~
-L
v
_..1.
...,

OP
_

l'n conJ'u-a1
0 __
.l

'n~-Qn
.!,V"''';_,-,;:::;.

Most of the single respondents live in parental homes (about

41
67%).

The next largest group of single respondents live alone

(16%) .
The relationship between marital status and employment are
significantly related (X 2 =56.34, df'=6, p<.Oll, V=.394).
housei"ives are married (82.5%).

Host

Host of' the unemployed are sin-

gle (46.75%), f'ollo\oled by a large percentage .,ho are divorced
(27.3%).

Host of' the employeci clients are married (47%) followed

by a high percentage who are divorced (31%) and a large group
"ho are single (20%).
The relationship between household composition and employment status were not quite as strong as the other two relation. ships (X 2 =38.29, df=6, p<.OOl, V=.336).
live in conjugal homes (87.5%).

}!ost of the house."ives

Thirty-f'ive percent of.' the un-

employed live in parental homes, 30% live in conjugal homes and
19% live with relatives orf'riends.

Those who are employed are

most likely to live in conjugal homes (64%).

There are equal

percentages in parental homes or living alone (13%) and about
10% live with relatives and friends.
The relationship between referral source and household composition is statistically signif'icant only f'or those who are
divorced or separated (X 2 =17.24, df'=9, p(.05, V~340).

There

wasonl;y one case of.' a respondent who was divorced living in a

Table

.5 about here

parental home, so this category of.' household composition Hill
De left out of the discussion.

Those in conjugal homes (living

Hitn non-adult children) are the most likely to be self-referred.

1\1>.03e living alone are the least

likel~'.

The patterning a.cross

household categories for self-referrals is not at all similar
to that in the original relationship bet;Jeen referral source
and household composition.

In the original relationship (see

Taole 2) those living alone ..Jere the most likely to be sel1'referred, followed by those in conjugal and relati ve-I~riend
houses who were about equally likely to be self-referred.
This change from the original relationship may be the reflection of the responsibilities of a single parent (a divorced person in a conjugal home).

This person would be in charge of a

household and would have to take action on problems.

This

sense of responsibility might be stronger in this situation.
This might also indicate that these persons are isolated from
other help sources.

The situation of being divorced might also

be an easily recognizable reason for counseling, divorce might
be seen as a good excuse for seeking help." The relationships
in the relative-friend and health agency referral categories
are similar to that in the originBl, uncontrolled rela.tionship.
Only one divorced client

,'JaS

referred through professional

sources.
The relationship bet,,feen referral source and household
composi tion for those ,,,ho are single may not be statistically
significant because of the small sample size (n=42), 27 of these
respondents are living 'inparental hOInes.

For those. clients

Hhoaremarrieci,600)Jt of tDe 63.respondents are living in
conjugal households.

This small spread of the sample precludes

an-} ana.lysis ..

~~This

idea is thanks to ths

therapis~at

the Nord Center.
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The relationship beth1 se4 referral source and marl tal- status

is significant only for those living in conjugal households
2
(X =24-.3l, df=9, p(.OO4-, V=.3Le).

The main difference in the

Table 6 about here·
.usage of referral. sources is between the married and divorced
goups.

There is a very small number who are ...idows or·single

(n=5).

Those who are divorced are over

self-referred as the married gr:mp.

4

times as likely to be

These findings confirm the

earlier idea that the role of being a single parent involves
self action, a good reason for seeking help, or a certain amount
of isolation from other sources of referral.

The percentages

of relative-friend referrals is simils.r bet ... een the married and .
the divorced.

Eighteen percent of the married respondents ...ere

referred through professionsl sources Hhile none of the divorced
group Has.

The married group has three times the number of health

agency referrals as the divorced.
Semple size and_distribution of the sample are probably
the main reasons for lack of significant relationships for other
household groups.

For those in parental homes only 3 out of the

total oi' 30 are notsine;le.

The sample sizes for those Ii v.ing

in relative-friend homes (n=17) and those living alone (n=20)
are qui te- small.

Tnese comparisons paint a picture of inaccessibility to
outside referral sources for -the- divorced client living in a
conjugal home) based on the high" percentages

or

self-referrals.

Further :;..-:>esearch -;,zill be needed tJ determine if the high nu..YJ1ber

of' self-referrals among this group is due to isolation f"rorn other
S-OUl'ces or -an ability to identify pr-o-blem.s - as those dea.-1ing Hith
men"G8l. health and the ability to act on these problems.

The lOH

number of-ref"errals fr:->Dl -professional sources might be some ind'ication of' the invisibility of' the problems for this type of'
client.

-The professional sources includes police and -schools,

basically public control ,organizations, and vJOuld tend to
act as referrals towards those Hho are publically displaying
problems.
The relationship betHeen referral source and household composition contra-Iling for employment status is significant only

2
for those who are not employed (X =lS.31, df=9, p(.05, V=.314).

Table

7

about here

This is a modera tely strong relationship.

AUlOng those ll,ho are

not employed, those living alone are the most likely to be selfre.ferred.

The conjugal living group folloHS in percentages of'

self-referrals, but this is about half' the percentage of' those
alone.

Those living Hith relatives or friends are the most

likely to be referred through relatives or friends.
conjugal homes folloH far behind.

Those in

Professional sources are not

used extensively by those Hho are nClt employed.

',Ihat is very

striKing in this ,;fhole relatiClnship is the high p-ercentage of
heal tr" sgencJ referrals.

The unemployed living in relstive-

i'riend homes are the least likely to use these referrals, but
the percentages

J..... or

the other categories range from

of t::-lose in conjugal homes, to

44.LI-4%

34.55% in parental homes.

The -lack of relationships in the other two occupa.tional
categories are due to the lack of spread of the distribution.
For those ,,;ho are houseHi ves, only :: out of a total of 34 are
_n9t in conjugal homes.

Host of the employed sample are in

COD-

jugal homes (35 out of 54).
The ·relationship betHeen referral source and occupational
status is significant only for those respondents in parental
homes (X 2 =11.19, df-6, p=.o83, V=.425) and it approaches significance for those respondents in relative-friend homes (X2=
5.96, df=3, p=.113, V=.592).

The sample is small for those in

relati ve-'friend homes (n=17) .,hich probably holds the Chisquared value dOj,m, but the strong measure of association indicate an important relationship.

It is hard to tell whether

the lack of a significant relationship betHeen referral source
and occupational status for those living alone is due to the
small sample (n=20) or to a true lack of relationship.

There

is no relationship for those in conjugal homes.
For those living in parental homes, only three respondents

Table 8 about here
were classified as housewives.
analysis.

They ,.,rill be excluded from the

nett,men those Hho are employed or not employed, there

are not large percentage differences in usage oi' self-referral
(about 3% difference) and relative-friend· referral (about 2%
difference),

The important findings are for those who are

referred through professional sour~es or health agencies.
Alnong those clients Hho are employed, 33 .. 33% were referred through

I would

1::9V8

expected those who were

unemplo~'-ed

to· haiTe more access to ;::.roi'esslonal sources since these sources

I

I

are usually more likely tc deal with overt) more. visible dis-

I

plays or illness or problems.

A vers striking :finding is the

I

high percentage or. heal th agency referrals among those in paren-

~

tal homes, a-s "ws reported earlier.
employed

54.55%

A..mong those who are not

are referred through health agencies.

Among

those "Iho are employed 33.33% aine referred in this malLYler.
This difference betv/een employed and unemployed was evident in
the bivariate relationship "Iithout controlling ror household
composition.

T0Jis high peC'centage of health agency referrals

by tile unemployed could be due to three influences.

First,

community agencies (such as weli'are, family services etc.) are
included in the health agency categorJ' and the unemployed w:ruld

~

\

~

'tS·'\/;:;

\J'

be more likely to use these agencies.

Second, maybe the un-

employed are more likely- than the employed to somatisize; they

may be less \·Jilling to identify emotional problems and instead
identify physical problems, or they may be less knowledgeable
about mental or emotional problems and be less able to identify
them or go to the righ;; help source. Third, the unemployed may

be unemployed because of' health problems, so they would have more

contact l,iith these sou::-ces or referral.
to be further explo:red

tailed breakdown

1~Tith

o~ re~err21

The relationship needs

a larger sample size and a more desourc~s.

The relationship o8t,,'Jeen rei'erral source and employment
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status approaches significance for those living with relatives
In this relationship the main differences betHeen

or f'riends.

the unemployed and the s!nployed is among those who were selfreferred and those "Jho ,Iere relative-friend referred.

(Although

the measure of association is strong the sample size, n=17,
is quite small, so this relationship should be examined carefully.)

Among those who are employed 60% were self-referred

while only

8.33%

of the not employed \-Jere self-referred.

The

higher percentage of self-referrals among the employed could
be due to one of tHO factors.

It is possible that this group_

is isolated from other referral sources or that this group
is more likels to act on problems and feels more efficati::ms
In doing so.

I would tend to

~

t"eJect the formfr reason be-

cause the employed are very likely to have friends on the job,
increasing the liklihood of friend ,·>eferrals and these respondents are living Hith relatives or friends, another source of
exposure to this type

Ol~

referral.

I Hould attribute this high

percentage of (,elf-referrals to the ability to acknowledge
prOblems as due to mental or emotional causes ,'the ability to
identify appropriate help sources, and/or the increased ability
to act on problems.

For those who are employed, 20% Here re-

ferred through family or friends while

58.33%

of the unemployed

,were referred through family or friends.

The dif'ferenees in referral· patterns betHeen those who are
ernploJl8ci and those l,'rho are unemployed see:c'71 very important t-.rnen
compaped betHeen those living in parental homes and those living
vlith relatives or frie::1ds."

The important dif'.ferences bstl.-Jeen

the employed and unemployed li~ving in parental homes lifere for

prof-essional and health agency re.f'errals.

For those living in

relati ve-friend homes, the imp·o ,tant differences ..Jere in self
and relative-friend referral categories.

This addresses ques-

tion about the living arrangements and what they say about the
client.

Self-referrals and relative-friend referrals are the

most self-initiated.

Professional or health agency referrals

imply less control over seeking help and less knowledge about
doing so.

Those living with relatives or friends would have to

be more responsible than those in parental homes.
11,ilng

For those

in conjugal households, occupational status is not an

important indication of referral source.

This might be be-

cause conjugal living is a more important indicator of referral
source or that the state of being married, so closely correlated
with conjugal living, is a more important indicator.
The relationship between referral source and mar.ital status,
while controlling for employment status is significant only for

Table 9 about here
2
those who are employed (X =l4.63, df=9, p(.002, V=.292).

There

is no relationship i'or housewives because so few (7 outof 34)
are not married.

The relationship is not significant for those

"iho are not employed.

For those •.;ho are not employed marital

status is not an important indicator of referral source.

Over 42% of the divoI'ced clients Fho are employed Here
self-referred.

Eighteen percent of those "'ho are single "ere

self-referred 1rJhile only 8% of the married were seli-"-2.~eferred.
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Those lfJho are married are much more likely to be relativel~riend

rei~erred.

About equal percentages of the divorced and

single clients were relative-friend referred.

--

Once again, none

of the divorced clients used professional referrals.

The single

clients were the most likely to use health agency referrals and
the married clients Here the least likely.

These results are

similar to the ones already discussed and support the ideas
recorded earlier.
The state of being unemployed must be more important
than marital status.

The relationship between referral aIld mari-

tal status is not significant; for those Hho are not employed.
T'ne relationship between referral source and employment
status is not significant "hen no controls Here used.
The relati::mship between referral source and household
composition is significant.

The relationship remains signifi-

cant for those HDO are divorced and those who are not employed.
In all three cases those Hho live in parental households are
one of the least likely groups to be self-referred.

Those liv-

ing in relative-friend homes are the most likely to be referred
through relatives or friends.

For the original relationship and

for those who are divorced, those in conjugal homes are the
next most likely gl"OUp to be referred through relatives or friends.
Those

1~ho

live in parental homes are' very likely to be refel"red

through health agencies.

Hany of tneserelationships seem to

be due to proximity or exposure to the referral S8urce, particularly the differences in sell" and relative-friend referrals.
Some ai' tnese findings,

p8rticularl~~

the differences in health

So
agency rei'sl'rals may be due to the health, or psychia.tric con-

dition

the client and how this might relate to choice of

0:;.'

household.

Referral source and marital status are significantly related.
This relationship is still significant for those living in
conjugal homes and those wno are employed.
divorced are the most

lik~ly

Those who are

to be self-referred.

In the

original relationship and lOor those who are employed, the
married groups were the most likely to be relative-friend
referred.

For those in conjugal homes the single clients are

more likely to be relative-friend referred.

This could be a

group composed of young adults ref'erred by their parents.

Those

i<ho are Qivorced are rarely referred through professional sources.
The relationships id th health agencies change among the three
groups.

Information about the health of the respondents and

hOH tha.t relates to marital status "ill help specify this relationship.
The relationship betloTeen referral source and occupational'
status is not significantl:! related.

This rela,tionship does

become significant, however for those in parental homes or those
Ii ving Hi th rela.ti ves or £'riends.

For those in parenta.l h:Jraes,

the employed are more likely to use professional referrals and
the unemployed use more health agency referrals.

There seem

to be little difference between the usage of selE or rela.tive-

friend rei-'errals.
rela.tionship

0

Th:~s

pa.ttern is also reflected in the o::iginal

The relationship bet-\t{een referral and occupational

status is different for those in relative-friend

homes~

The

differences oett--leen the emplo-yeci and not employed are among those
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,mo aY'e self ami Y'elative-rriend referred.

Those \-iho are employed

aY'e more likely to be self-rei'erred Hhile those Hho are unemployed are more likely to be relative or friend referred.
These relationships could be more fully explained ir there
h'as a larger sample.

In several of the controlled relation-

ships it is hard to tell Hhether the small number., of cases is
keeping the significance 101, or <;hether there is no relationship.

Examination of the client: s l-Jillingness to takerespon-

sibility, as indicated by scores on an internality-externality
measure Hould also add immensely to the explanatory pOvler of
this research.

Finally, these relationships could be further

analized in relation to the severity or illness or the problem
and if this has any relationship to the client's household
composition, marital, or occupational statuses.
measure in this da.ta ;"rhich may approximate this

The only

is

t..Jhether

arnot the client has had prior psychiatric treatment.

These

relationships Hill be examined .vi th information about the
client's prior psychiatric experience to understand more about
these relationships.

The relationship between referral source 'and prior psychiatric experience is woderately strong (X 2 =19.01, df=3, PZ.001,

V=.352).

Those "ith and \-iithout prior psychiatric experience

Table 10 about here
are almost equally likely to be seLf-referred.
unexpectea result.
health

~acilities,

This is an

One Hould expect that knovJledge of mental
through experience, would increase onels

ability to make a self referral.

It might be'that prior
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ps;y-chia-::::,-'ic experience i:::l.dicates il-lness or problems vlhich

prevent -:,hese clients
prior

ps~;chiatric

fro~

being able to self refer.

Also,

treatment may have been a negative experience,

lowerine; the l;Jillingne S3 to self' re:fer..

Those !'vi th no prior

psychiatr>ic care .,jere more likely to :.'eceive rererrals rrom
relatives or rriends than those with prior psychiatric experience
(1+1% of those ,lith none, 24% of those with some).

Ynese difrerences

seem contr>ary to labeling theory (See Gove,1970, Scherr, 1974,
Gove an:i Hot,ell, 1975). ,.hich states that once a person has
receivea treatment for mental illness, others would tend to
keep reapplying this label of mental illness.

One would expect

those Hith prior psychiatric experience to be more readily
referred by relatives or friends.

THenty-one percent of those

with no prior psychiatric care, as opposed to

8% of those with

some, l."!ere referred through professional sources.

Once again,

this seems contrary to la-beling theory.
The relationship betHeen household composition and prior
2
psychiatric care is not significant -(X "'3.68, df"'3, p"'.30, V"'.153).
Table 11 about here
The only relationship Hhich seems Horth note is that those
)',i th some prior psychiatric experience are more likely to live
alone than those with no prior experience.
The relationship bet . ...reen marital status and prior psychi-

'"
".
t aIth
' weaK
. (-L 2 "'0.32,
/
. exper1ence
.
a t rlC
1S
slgn1~lcan ,
ougn
df=3,
P .. 10, V= .. 19Ll")"
T~ble

Those Hi th no prior experience are more likely

12 about here

to be nl8:eried tnan those

\'~-i th

a psychiatric background..

Those

wi th some psychiatric experience are some",:hat more likely to
be divorced than those without.

Those "ithout previous exper-

ience are som8Hnat more likely to be single..

All 01'" the

in the sample had prior.psJcniatric experience.

wido~'J3

Although these

percentage differences are slight, they may have some effects
on the other relat ionships.
The relationship between occupation and prior psychiatric
experience is significant (X2 =8.26, df=2, p(.02, V=.220).
Table 13

~bout

here

A greater percentage of those "ith no prior experi"ence are housewives than those with some experience.

A greater percentage of

those with some previous psychiatric experience are not employed.
Those with no previous experience are more likely to be employed.
These relationships indicate that the relationships found
between rei'erral source and these three variables could be due
to the relationships between these variables and the presence or
absence of prior psychiatric experience.
The relationship betHeen referral source and household
composition is not significant for either those hTith no prior

Table 14 a.oout here
pSJchiatric experience or those with some prior psychiatric
experience..

HO"t,,;ever, the

10\"1

Chi-squared values may be attrib-

utable to the uneven distribution of the sample in both instances.

The relationships appear to be moderately strange
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responaents living with relatives or friends, or living alone.

The relationship is very likely to have occurred by chance, so

.
(2
~..
it must be examined ,;ith cautlon
X =12.0D,

f
d~'=9,

p=.1 7 ,V=.2 68) •

Those living a.lone or '!'!ith relative-f'riends are very likely to be

selr-referred.

Those living in parental homes are very likely

to be referred through relatives or friends, followed bj those
in conjugal homes.

None of the clients living alone were re-

ferred through relatives or friends.

Those in parental homes

are much more likely to be referred through professional sources
than those in conjugal or relative-friend homes.

Half of the

respondents living alone Here referred through health agencies.
The relationship for those <-lith some prior psychiatric treatment is closer to being statistically significant (X 2 =14.57,
df=9, p<.11,

V=,245).

Across self-referrals, the differences

among household composition groups is not as large as they
were for those ,dth no prior psychiatric experience.
living alone aloe the most likely to be self-referred.
living "ith relatives or friends are the least likely.

Those
Those
Those

living "ith relatives-friends are the most likely to be relativefriend referred while those in parental homes are the least
likely to be relative-friend referred.

This is a reversal of

the pattern for those 'fho had no previolJs care.

Those in

parental homes are the least likely to use a professional referral, IiJhile they are the

2110St

likely to use this rei'erral if'

they have not ha.d previous experience.

Those in parental homes,

living alone, or in conjugal households all show a high incidence
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of' health agency referrals..

None of the sample

liv~ng

in

parental households with no prior psychiatric experience were
referred through health agencies Hhile 68% of those with some
prior psychiatric treatment were referred in this way.
when prior psychiatric care is contro-Lled for there is a
big dii"ference in the type of client living in parental home s.
It seems that 8mong those with no prior psychiatric care those
in parental homes are young adults, probably still students.
The large percentage of professional referrals are probably from
school officials.

Those in parental homes Hith prior pS,{chiatric

experience are very likely to be rei'erred through health agencies.
These are proba"bly clients who live with their parents because
of an inabilitJ to live alone.

This conjecture is given support

bj the :fact that the relationship bet,veen referral source and
prior psychiatric care is significant for those living in
2
parental. homes. (X =16.87, df=3, p,.001, V=.750).
This relationship is not significant for any o:f the other living arrangements.
The knoHledge of a client's household composition gives
some inrormation about this person's referral source.

Some o:f

this inrormation is due to the connection bebveen living arrangements and prior psychiatric care.
The relationship between re:ferral source and marital status
is significant only for those with no prior psychiatric care
Table 15 about here
Those Hho are divorced are much more likely to be selr-referred
than either those client·s vJho are married or those Hho

single.

a!'8

The divorced clients are the least likely to be relative
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or friend rererred.

Those -,,-:no are single are slightlJ more

1 ike
1,.;
than those Hho are marriea to have used professional
v

referrals.

Those Hho are married viere more likely to use

health agency referrals than the single or divorced clients.
In comparing this relationship Hith the uncontrolled relationship.
He see an increase in the percentages of relative-friend referrals
and a decrease in health agency referrals.

The relationship

betHeen referral source and marital status is not significant
2
for those Hith prior psychiatric experience (X =8.81, df=9,
p= .Le5, V= .182).

Prior experience using psychiatric help sources

overrides the importance of the relationship bet-Yieen referral
source and marital status.
The pelationship bet,,;een refepral source and prior psychia.tric
2
experience is not significant for the married clients (X =4.41,
df'=3, p=.22, V=.267).

The relationship does appear significant,

2
however for the divorced clients (X =7.24, df=3, p(.07, V=.431).
2
and for those Hho are single (X =12.82, df=3, p(.006, V=.540).
This relationship for divorced clients much more closely resembles
the original, uncontrolled relationship, in a more extreme form.
Among the divorced the percentage of self-referrals is tHice
as large for those with no prior psychiatric care as it is for
those with some prior experience.

Those with same prior

psychiatric care are slightly more likely to be referred through
relati ves or fpiends.

The relationship bet,veen ref'erral source

and prior psychiatric care is different for the single clients.
Those Hith some prior psychiatric experience are over tHice as
likely to be self-ref~rred as those without.

Those with no

previou.s mental health treatment are almost f'o'.<.r times a.s likely
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to be referred through relatives or Triends.

Prior psychiatric

experience inEluences eDoice of referral source for those clients
Hho are divorced or single.

For married clients, prior psychi-

atric treatment is not' an important indica,tor of referral source.
The relationship bet"een referral source and occupational
status is not significant "hen prior psychiatric experience is
2
controlled for (for clients with none X =1.58, df=6, p=.95,
V=.112; some prior psychiatric care

x2 =3.12,

df=6, p=.79, V=.132).

Table 16 about here
Information about prior psychiatric experience does not specify
any significant relationships bet-vJeen referral source and
occupational status.
The relationship

bet~-;een

referrs.l source and prior psychiatric

treatment is significant, however for those who are not em2

ployed (X =9.67, df=3, p«.03, V=.377).

Fourty-three percent of

the unemployed sample, with no prior psychiatric background were
referred through relatives or friends
~,i th

-~;hile

onl;,- 19% of those

some prior psychiatric care I'ecei ved these kinds of re-

ferrals.

Those with no psychiatric history received a higher

percentage of professional referrals.

Fifty-five percent of

those ,,rho ha.ve received ps/chiatric treatment in the past were
referred through health a.gencies" '-'lhile only 19.% of' those v-ri th

no'past treatment were. referred in this way.
Some of' the relationships vJ-e have seen between referral

source and household

c~mposition,

marital status, and occupa-

tional status Here due t·:) tile relationship betHeen these
variables and prior psychiatric experience..

AnJ relationship

bet~veen

So
household cClmposition and ::,eferral source £oes not

seem to be due to any influence of prior pS-Jchiatric experience.

Prior ps-ychiatY'ic c.are is related to the referral

sO-,J.rce of those living in
ship

se8lliS

parenta~

households.

to be distingui;:)hing b6t1.·,;een

tHO

This relation-

different types

of persons Hho "ould be living in a parental household, those
Hho are young and have not left home yet and those Hho are too
dependent or ill to leave.
related to referral source
experience.

Mari~al
onl~

status is significantly

for those Hith no prior psychiatric

For those Hho are married, prior psychiatric

experience is not related to referral source,but it is related
to referral source for those Hho are divorced or single.

Prior

psychiatric care does not specify any significant relationships
betHeen referral source and occupational status.
nificant however for those VJho are unemployed..

It is sigThis seems

to be some kind of division between those Hho are seeking

psychiatric help because of unemployment and those who are
unemployed because of psychiatric problems.
This research does indicate interconnections between a
person's referral source to the Nord Center and those available
to mari:e a referral and prior psychiatric experience.

Ref.erral

source is not signif.icantly related to age, sex, education,
or income of' _the client..

factor in this.

The small sample size ma,I be a

Further analysis is needed to determine if

ar1:i" :'e18tionsnips are hidden by intervening factors.
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Tnrough my research I h8ve attempted t-'J highlight the

.

i:coortance of the -;.;rocess of
~

the referral

sou~ce

t:ois process.

see~in.2:
"

mental health treatI;lent.

of a client was examined as one aspect of

7hi.s vi tal pfece of information can help -to

reveal the reasons a client seeks treatment, the motivation
or lack

motivation to improve

4~;:'

dur-~ng

treatment, and the

resources the client is able to- dra\r; upon as an aid to his/

her treatment.

Through a study of the literature on the sub-

ject, class djffeT>ences clearl.; emerge as a variable in the

,----

--

usage of rel"erral sources.
there are situational

Other studies have indicated that

diff'eren,~es

in 1r;Jhat is defined as a

mental health problem and wnat each referral source is ec;uipped
to deal with.

One model, the internal-external personalit;'l

c::mstruct, may be able to predict certain help seeking patterns,
particularly those concernin1', self-referrals.

The professionals

I intervieHed, in part, confil'meci the signif'icance of help

seeking behaviors, specificall;'l how the patient was referred.
This information pla;'ls a particularl;'l relevant role in indicating
tue clientts level of motivati:>n in receiving

t~ea.trnent,

and

the client's suosequent readiness to accept responsibility in
imp~oving

his/her condition.

Information culled from the

Nord Center points to the fact that there exists an interconnection between

8.

personts referral source, the psople

who are available to make such a referral, and prior psychiatric
experience~

The implications of socio18gical research vJhich examines
the metho6s by which a client reaches pSjchiatric treatment
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cell h<-..lve an

of

~he

_fiela of mental health.

The mental

health professional shculci be fully cognizant of the environment

rr~~

which a person comes,

the people this person associates

with and deals with daily, the reasons for seeking help, and

any connections between the patterns of help seeking and
the neeQS of the client.

The process of' obtaining mental health

treatment is one possible link in a complex set of interrelated variables relating to mental health treatment iI:\ this
country.

The research I have completed is a starting point.

It is an effort to recognize that there is much to be gained
from a more complete examination of the referral process.
Further research on this topic is needed to specify the
information available.

recoded
Self

Relatives
£!trienus
Police or courts
Professional sources
(schools, clergy, etc.)
Cow~uunity agencies
Doctor
Hospital

21.5%
14.2

Self

21.5%

Relative-~riends

30.2

Professional sources

13·0

16.0

4· 3
0.6
9.2
19.6
6.1

n=162

~.\-I'lI"')".

Health agencies

35.2

Table 2:

Ii.eLerral source by housenolo. composition of the client

6;)njugal

Parental

Ii. e 1- 1<'rnd

12.90%

23.52%
47.06
11 .76
17 .65
( 17)

Alone

Referral
Self

Rel-Frnd
Prof Source
Health ag.enc~{
(n)

23.17%
31. 71
15.05
29.27
(82)

25. b1

16.13
45.16
(31 )

35.00:;;;
15.00
50.00
(20 )

2 . ..
.X =13.06, df=9, p=.127, V=.175

Table 3: . Referral source by marital status of the client

Marr:'f2d

Rei·erral
Self
Rel-Frnd
Prof' soupce
Health agency

12.50%
35.9417 .19
34·30
(64)

Divorced
36.10%
26.57
2.38
30.9.5
(42)

(n)
X2=15.b01, 0.1'=9, p=.07, V=.101

'i/idolti

Single

37.50%
12.50
12·50
37.50

17.39%
28.26
15.22
39.1)
(46 )

(0)

Table 4:

Ref'erral source b J Occupational status
HousevJii'e

Not
employed

Er!lployea.

Ref'erral

Self
Rel-Frnd
Prof sources
Health agencies
(nl

23 . .52%
32.35
17 .65
26.47
(34)

20.00%

25.71
10.00

44.29
(70)

22·41%
34.48
13·79
29.31
(58 )

'.rable ;):

Referral source b J Eouseholci composition and Marital status

for clients \iho are divorced

Conjugal

Parental

Rel-Frnd

Alone

Ref'erral
Self
Rel-2rnd
Prof sources
Health agencies
(n)

Table 6:

56. J2;b
29.4- 1
11 .76
(17 )

i00.aO
(1)

33.33%

22.22%

44·44-

11. 1 1

11.11

66.67
(9)

1 1. 11
(9)

Referral source by Marital Status and Household Composition

for clients living in conjugal homes
Married Divorced
1:lidow
Single
Referral
Self'
Rel-Frnd
Prof sources
Health agencies
(n)

13033%
31.67
1cl.33
36.67
(60)
I ~.~.
p,\_ Jlh+,

58.82%
29.4-1
11 .76
( 17)
V=.314-

50.00%
50.00

66.67
33·33

(2)

(3)

Table 7:

Referral source b,/ hQusehold composition and Occupationa.l
status

".
~
C.llenJ..S

HUO

are not employed

Conjugal

Parental

22.22%
22.22
11.11

1 .5.0,-+
" "%0
16.10

44--#

54·55

Rel-Frnd

Alone

•
/0
833"'
53.33
16.67
16.67
(12)

50.00%

Rererral
Self'

Rel-Frnc
Prot" sources
Health agencies
(n)

( 1 Cl)

df'=9,

p{"".05,

I

13.64
(22)

V=.314

50.00
(10)

Table 5:

Hefel'ral

Referral Source by Occupational Status
and Household Composition

Clients living in Parental homes
HouseNot
wife
employed Employed

Self
Hel-Frond
Prof sources
Health agencies
(n)

100.00%

(3)

13.64%
18.18
13.64
54.55
(22)

16.67%
16.67
33·33
33.33
(6 )

X2=11 .19, df=6, p=.083, V=.425

Clients living with Relatives or Fr'iend
Not
Houseemployea Employed
wife
8.33%
5tJ.33
16.67
16.67
( 1 2)

60.00%
20.00
20.00

(5 )

2
X =5.96, df=3, p=.113, V=.592

Table 9:

Referral Source by Narital status and Occupation

clients vIha are employed
Jl'Jarried

Divorced

',idoH

Single

7.69%
46.1519.23
26.92
(26)

42.11 %
26.32

100.00%

18.18%
27·27
18.1 d
36.36

(1)

(11 )

Referral
Self
Rel-Prnd
Prof' sources
Health agencies
(n)

31.58
(19)

Table 10:

Referral source by Priorpsychiatric Experience

Prior Treatment

None

Some

22.22%

20.00%

20.63

15.87

24·44
7.78
47.70

(63)

(90)

Referral
Self
Rel-Frnd
Prof sources
Health agencies
(n)

41.27

2
X =19.01, df=3, p<.001, V=.352

Table 11:

Household Co;aposition h' Prior Psychiatric Experience

Prior Treatment
l~one

Some

Conjugal
Parental

63.24%
20.59

50.56%

Rel-Frnd

10.29

13·48
13.48
(89)

Household C:Jmposition

5.68
(60)

Alone
(n)

22·47

X2=3.68, df=}, p=.30, v=.153
Table 12:

Narital status by Prior Psychiatric Experience

Prior Treatment
None
Some
Harital Status

48.57%

Harried

Divorced

21·43

\rJido1,1i

30.00

Single
(n)

Table 13:

(70)

37.76%

28.57
6.12

27.55

(9D)

Occupational Status by Prior Psychiatric Experience
Prior Treatment
None

Some

Occupation
HouseHife
:Not employed
Employed

29.58%
30.97

39·44-

(n)

-2
, .. 2 6
X
:::::()

( 71)
j

17.17%

52 . 53
30·30
(99 )

V=.220

Table 14:

Referral soupce by Household Composition
and Prior Psychiatric Experience

No Prior Psychiatric Care
Married
DivQrced
Widow

Prior Psychiatric Care
Single

Married

50.00%

22.50%
25.00
12.50

Divorced

Widow

Single

15.7')%
10.5:1
).26
GU. LI2
( 1') )

10.00%
60.00
10.00
20.00
( 10 )

33.33%
16.67

Hefer'r'ul
Self
Hel-Frnd
Pr'of ~)ources
riel a an AGencies
(n)

21.05%
11

Lj.2.

1I:1.1~2

1tJ·. L).2
(JU)

9.0,)%
S'Lj..55
36.36
( 11)

42.86%
28.57
14.2')
1~. 29
(7)

X2=12.88, df"'9, p=.168, V=.268

50.00
(4)

LI,O.OO
(LIO)

x2=1Lj.. 57 , df=9,

p,.

11 , V=.245

)0.00
( 1 ;" )

Table 15: Referral Source by Marital status
and Prior Psychiatric Experience

No Prior Psychiatric Care
JViarried Divorced
~Iidow
Hotarra1
Solf
Hel-F'rnd
Pro!' Sources
lIe al th Agenc ie s
(n)

13.79%

LI_~.1J3

20.69
20~69

(29)

57.14%
2tl.57
7.14
7.14

10.53%
47.37
26.32
15.79
( 19 )

( 1~_)

X2~ t3.07, df=6,

p.os,

Single

V=.325

Prior Psychiatric Care
Married
Divorced I"idow
12.12%
30.30
12.12

32.00

(33 )

40.00
(25)

L,5·45

20.00%

16.67%
16.67
16.67
50.00
(6 )

2
X =tl.81, df=9, p=·45, V=.1tl2

Sinl~le

;)L,. 0 ll%
12.00
8 .JU
(\."
)6.00
(25)

Table 16:

Refer'ral
Self

HAI-F'I'nd
Prof SOUI'ces
Health agencies
(n)

ReferrQl Source by Occupational Status
Bnd Prior Psychiatric Experience

No Prior Psychiatric CaI'e
HouseNot
Employed
wife
employed

"3 .:;J,. ..J/O
·,d!

c.

3,).2';)
2')

.4.1

11. 76
(17)

Prior Psychiatric Care
HouseNot
Dnployed
wife
employed

19.05%
42. U6

L~L~.OO

19.05

16.00

23.53%
29 .I~ 1
5.88

16.00

L~1.1b

19.05

(21 )

2LI_·OO%

(25)

X2=1.58, df=6, p=.'), V=.112

(17 )

19.15%
1').15

6.38
55.32
(1(1)

19.23%
30.77

11 • 51~-

313.1j.6

(26)

X2=3.12, df=6, p=.79, V=.132
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